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ABSTRACT: Porous liquids are a promising new class of materials featuring nanoscale cavity units
dispersed in liquids that are suitable for applications such as gas storage and separation. In this work,
we use molecular dynamics simulations to examine the multicomponent gas storage in a porous liquid
consisting of crown-ether-substituted cage molecules dissolved in a 15-crown-5 solvent. We compute
the storage of three prototypical small molecules including CO2, CH4, and N2 and their binary
mixtures in individual cage molecules. For porous liquids in equilibrium with a binary 1:1 gas mixture
bath with partial gas pressure of 27.5 bar, a cage molecule shows a selectivity of 4.3 and 13.1 for the
CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 pairs, respectively. We provide a molecular perspective of how gas molecules
are stored in the cage molecule and how the storage of one type of gas molecule is aﬀected by other
types of gas molecules. Our results clarify the molecular mechanisms behind the selectivity of such
cage molecules toward diﬀerent gases.

1. INTRODUCTION
New types of porous materials, ranging from zeolites to metal−
organic frameworks (MOFs),1,2 have been continuously
proposed and synthesized over the past few decades. Owing
to their high porosity and large surface area, these materials
have found applications in a broad range of ﬁelds such as
molecular separation, energy storage, and heterogeneous
catalysis.3−5 However, these porous materials including zeolites
and MOFs mainly exist as solids, making it more diﬃcult to
implement them in a typical ﬂow process than liquids. Because
of the challenges toward practical applications posed by the
solid nature of these materials, especially at large scales,
developing liquid state porous materials has been actively
pursued in the past.6−14 In this regard, the synthesis of organic
cage-like molecules in 20099 is a critical step toward developing
such materials15−17 since it has been considered by some
experts in the community as introducing “a new branch in the
evolutionary tree of porous materials” beyond zeolites and
MOFs.18 Such cage molecules provide a porous unit that can be
dissolved into liquids without breaking any chemical bonds.
Since then, rapid progress has been made toward making
porous liquids using organic cage molecules.10−12,19,20 While
the initial attempts made by attaching long hydrocarbon chains
to the organic cage-like molecules led to a lower melting point,
the porosity was easily destroyed in liquid state due to the
penetration of hydrocarbon chains into the cage cavities.12
Most recently, with ingenuity in chemical design and aid of
computational tools, Giri and colleagues successfully prepared
and characterized the ﬁrst organic molecular porous liquids.13
Speciﬁcally, they coupled crown ether functionalized diamines
with 1,3,5-triformylbenzenes and dissolved the resultant cage
molecules at high concentration into a 15-crown-5 solvent.
They also reported a porous liquid system with scrambled cage
molecules dissolved in hexachloropropene solvents.13 These
© 2017 American Chemical Society

porous liquids thus prepared are potentially eﬀective gas
absorbents, which can be transported and implemented
relatively easily in industrial systems.
The currently available porous liquids have already shown
promise in some areas including gas storage and separation.18
Nevertheless, as with many other revolutionary and novel
materials, the best applications of porous liquids may not have
been identiﬁed, and the development of porous liquids for
intended applications is still at an early stage. Despite this, it is
safe to expect that the adsorption of small molecules inside the
organic cage molecules will play a critical role in most, if not all,
applications of porous liquids. Therefore, there is a great need
to develop a fundamental understanding for the adsorption of
gas molecules in the organic cage molecules dispersed in liquid
solvents.21 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can be a
powerful tool for this purpose; e.g., MD has been used to show
that solvent molecules in the porous liquids synthesized
recently must pay a very high free energy cost to enter the
organic cage, and thus the intrinsic cavity of the organic cage
molecules is maintained in the porous liquids.13,22 We
previously studied the thermodynamics as well as kinetics for
the storage of pure CO2, CH4, and N2 molecules in crownether-substituted cage molecules dissolved in a 15-crown-5
solvent using MD simulations.23 We showed that the storage
capacity of gas in a cage molecule is governed by the
nonelectrostatic (dispersive) intermolecular interactions between the gas and the cage and by the size/shape of the gas
molecules. The gas molecules considered can enter the cage
molecule without a notable barrier and exit the cage on a
nanosecond time scale.
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Figure 1. Molecular modeling of gas storage in porous liquids. (a−c) Molecular models of the crown-ether-substituted cage molecule (a), the solvent
molecule (b), and the gas molecules (c). (d) A snapshot of the simulation system consisting of porous liquids (rendered as isosurface in blue) in
equilibrium with a binary mixture of CO2 and CH4. (e) Volume rendering of the accessible space in a cage molecule superimposed on the molecular
model of the cage. The accessible space is probed using an atom of 0.28 nm in diameter. The accessible space within a radial distance of 0.28 nm
from the cage center is shown in yellow; the accessible space within a radial distance of 0.28−0.5 nm from the cage center is shown in red. For clarity,
the hydrogen atoms of the cage molecule and the solvent molecule are not shown. In (e), crown ether tails are not shown.

CO2 molecule (0.52 and 0.34 nm, respectively) are slightly
longer than those of the N2 molecule (0.41 and 0.30 nm,
respectively).26 As shown below, the shape and size of gas
molecules play an important role in determining their storage
capacity inside the cage molecules and the selectivity of cage
molecules toward diﬀerent gas molecules.
Figure 1d shows a snapshot of the MD system used for the
simulations. The system consists of a gas bath (the lower gas
reservoir and upper gas reservoir are connected because of the
periodic boundary condition) and a slab of porous liquids
positioned in the middle of the fully periodic simulation box.
The porous liquid is made by dissolving one crown-ethersubstituted cage molecule into 170 solvent molecules. Since gas
molecules can exchange freely between the liquid phase and gas
phase, this setup allows us to study the gas storage under wellcontrolled partial pressure in the gas phase.
Ideally, a systematic study of the gas storage calls for the
computation of the gas adsorption isotherm in the cage
molecule by systematically varying the partial pressure of
diﬀerent gas species in the gas bath. However, given the very
large parameter space that must be explored in such studies, we
focused on two sets of studies in this work. In the ﬁrst set of
study, ﬁve systems with identical porous liquid but diﬀerent gas
bath compositions (pure CO2, pure CH4, pure N2, CO2 + CH4
mixture, and CO2 + N2 mixture) were set up. For these
systems, we examined the gas storage under a ﬁxed partial gas
pressure in the gas bath instead of computing the gas
adsorption isotherm under many diﬀerent partial pressures.
Speciﬁcally, the partial pressure of each gas in the gas bath was
controlled to be the same in all simulation systems (Pb = 27.5 ±
0.3 bar; see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). For
example, the pressure of CO2 in the gas bath for the pure CO2
simulation is the same as the partial pressure of CO2 in the gas
bath for the CO2 + CH4 simulation. With a relatively high
partial gas pressure to help improve the gas storage statistics
inside individual cage molecule, this ﬁrst set of simulations
allows us to gain useful insight into the gas storage by
delineating how gas molecules are stored inside a cage and by
comparing the results for diﬀerent gas molecules. In the second
set of study, we computed the adsorption isotherm of CO2 and
CH4 molecules in the cage molecule in equilibrium with the gas

In this work, we study the adsorption of prototypical small
gas molecules including CO2, CH4, and N2 in porous liquids
that are in equilibrium with gas-phase reservoirs containing
either pure gas or binary mixtures of diﬀerent gases. We seek to
understand how the presence of multiple gas species aﬀects the
adsorption of gas molecules inside individual cage molecules, in
particular, how diﬀerent gas molecules compete with each other
for adsorption inside a cage molecule and how a cage molecule
accommodates more than one molecule inside it. The former
aspect is relevant to the application of porous liquids for gas
adsorption and separation. The latter aspect is potentially
relevant to applications in which the organic cage molecules in
the porous liquids are used as a medium for conﬁning small
molecules to study their fundamental properties or as a
nanoscale reactor. The rest of the article is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the simulation system and methods. Section
3 presents the results for storage of pure gas and binary mixture
in individual cage molecules and the underlying molecular
mechanisms. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 4.

2. SIMULATION SYSTEM AND METHODS
We use MD simulations to study the storage of gas molecules
in the organic cage molecules dissolved in molecular solvents.
Figure 1a−c shows the molecular structures of the cage
molecule, the 15-crown-5 solvent molecule, and the CO2, CH4,
and N2 gas molecules. The crown-ether-substituted cage
molecule (porous unit) consists of an organic cage-like
octahedron and six looped crown ether tails (see Figure 1a).
The cage-like octahedron provides a nonspherical cavity and
four access windows allowing gas molecules to get in/out of the
cage cavity. Because both the crown ether tails of the cage
molecules and the solvent molecules (Figure 1b) have a circular
structure that limits their access to the cage’s cavity, the liquid
mixture of the cage molecules and the solvents together form a
porous liquid. The gas molecules considered here (see Figure
1c) are relatively small and thus can be stored inside the cage
molecule. These gas molecules diﬀer in both shape and size: the
CH4 molecule, although explicitly modeled by one C atom and
four H atoms as a tetrahedron shape, has a rather spherical
shape with an eﬀective diameter of 0.42 nm,24,25 while CO2 and
N2 molecules are both rod-like. The long and short axes of the
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Figure 2. Gas storage in cage molecules dispersed in porous liquids exposed to a gas bath containing pure CO2, CH4, and N2 with a pressure of 27.5
bar. (a) Accumulative gas molecule count as a function of the radial distance from the cage center. The vertical dashed line indicates the boundary
between the core and branch regions of the cavity, and the vertical solid line indicates the cage molecule’s accessible space. (b) Probability
distribution of the number of gas molecules inside a cage. The probability that four or more gas molecules occupy a single cage is <0.1% and thus not
shown. The position of gas molecule is based on its center-of-mass.

bath containing CO2 + CH4 mixture. To this end, ﬁve systems
with identical porous liquids but diﬀerent gas baths were
studied. The partial pressures of the CO2 and CH4 in the gas
bath were equal and varied from 9 to 54 bar in diﬀerent
simulations. This set of simulations allows us to examine the
eﬀect of partial pressure on the gas storage inside the cage
molecule.
The force ﬁelds for all molecules were the same as those
adopted in our previous work.23 Brieﬂy, the cage molecule and
the solvent molecule were modeled using the OPLS-AA force
ﬁelds.27 The CO2, CH4, and N2 molecules were modeled using
the EPM2, OPLS-AA, and TraPPE force ﬁelds, respectively.27−29 The force ﬁelds for the cage molecule used here
is a reasonable choice because they are compatible with the
force ﬁelds for the solvent and gas molecules. It has been
established that the force ﬁelds we adopted for the gas
molecules can reproduce their thermodynamic properties such
as compressibility and phase diagram quite well and meanwhile
are widely used in studying their adsorption behavior in other
porous materials such as MOFs.30 As shown in the ﬁrst
molecular modeling of porous liquids13 as well as our previous
work,23 these force ﬁelds allow the key properties of the
solvents, e.g., their density and solubility, to be predicted quite
well. In addition, rapid exchange of gas inside and outside the
cage molecule was observed in all simulations, which indicates
that the gas molecules studied here can enter without notable
energy barrier and leave the cage cavity easily, consistent with
recent experimental results.22
The MD simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble
(T = 400 K) using the Gromacs code.31 Here we adopt a rather
high temperature to facilitate both the diﬀusion of gas
molecules in the solvent and the exchange of gas molecules
inside and outside the cage molecule. This strategy is often
used in the literature, e.g., in the study by Giri et al. MD
simulations were performed at 350 and 400 K,13 and it helps
ensure eﬀective sampling of the phase space. The system’s
temperature was maintained using the V-rescale thermostat
with a time constant of 0.1 ps. Electrostatic interactions were
computed using the PME method with a real-space cutoﬀ
length of 1.4 nm and an FFT spacing of 0.12 nm. The neighbor
list was updated every time step. The Lennard-Jones
interactions were computed using direct summation with a
cutoﬀ at 1.4 nm. All bonds involving hydrogen atoms were
constrained using the LINCS algorithm.32 A time step of 1 fs
was used. The center-of-mass motion for system was removed

every 0.1 ps to avoid the drift of the porous liquids in the
simulation box.
The cage molecule and solvent molecules were ﬁrst packed
into the middle section of the system using the Packmol code.33
For each system studied, after equilibrating the porous liquids
for 5 ns, gas molecules were inserted into the vacuum space at
the two sides of the porous liquid. This was followed by
another 5 ns equilibration run for the gas molecules to reach
equilibrium with the liquid phase. After that, a 40 ns production
run was performed. The trajectory of the system was saved
every 1 ps for analysis (a video showing a sample trajectory of
the CH4 + CO2 system can be found in the Supporting
Information). To ensure that the gas partial pressure inside the
gas bath matches the desired pressure within 2% deviation, we
had to iteratively tune the number of gas molecules inside the
entire system. To obtain reliable statistics, systems in which the
partial pressure of gas species in the gas bath is lower than 20
bar were simulated 50 times with independent initial
conﬁgurations; other systems were simulated 25 times with
diﬀerent initial conﬁgurations.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cage Molecule’s Accessible Space. We ﬁrst examine the
cavity space inside the cage molecule. The functional part of a
cage molecule spans a radius of ∼0.8 nm from its geometrical
center. However, because of the steric exclusion by the cage’s
atoms, the accessible space for gas molecules within a cage
molecule is limited to a radial distance of ≤0.5 nm from its
geometrical center.23 Figure 1e shows the volume rendering of
this accessible space obtained by probing the cage’s interior
using an atom with a diameter of 0.28 nm, which roughly
corresponds to the short axis of a N2 molecule. We observe that
inside a cage molecule the space available for gas storage
consists of a nonspherical central cavity and four corridors
connecting its interior to the outside solvents. Following our
prior work,23 we divided the accessible space within a cage
molecule into a core region within 0.28 nm from the cage’s
center (marked by yellow color in Figure 1e) and a branch
region spanning a radial distance of 0.28−0.5 nm from the
cage’s center (marked by red color in Figure 1e).
Storage of Pure Gas Molecules. Next we examine the
storage capacity per cage molecule (CPC) when the porous
liquids are in equilibrium with pure gas bath with a pressure of
27.5 bar. CPC is deﬁned by the total accumulative count of gas
molecules within the cage molecule’s accessible space of 0.5 nm
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Figure 3. Accumulative gas molecule count as a function of radial distance from the center of the cage molecule in equilibrium with a gas bath
containing a mixture of CO2 and CH4 molecules (a) and a mixture of CO2 and N2 molecules (b). Results for a gas bath containing pure CO2, CH4,
and N2 gas are shown using thin dashed curves. The vertical dashed line indicates the boundary between the core and branch regions of the cavity,
and the vertical solid line indicates the cage molecule’s accessible space. The partial pressure of all gas molecules in the gas bath is 27.5 ± 0.3 bar.

molecules (probability: 4.1%). The situation for CH4 lies in
between N2 and CO2.
We note that the order of the cage’s CPC for the molecules
computed here (CPCCO2 > CPCCH4 > CPCN2) diﬀers from that
reported in our prior study (CPCCH4 > CPCCO2 > CPCN2).23
The diﬀerence originates from the diﬀerent system setups. In
our previous work, there was no gas bath and the number of gas
molecules in the porous liquids was the same for diﬀerent gases.
Therefore, the gas storage capacity of cage molecules computed
from such a setup was aﬀected by the partition of gas molecules
between the cage molecule and solvents, and the result is
appropriate for closed systems. For open system in which
porous liquids are in contact with gas streams, the storage
capacity of cage molecules computed in the present study is
more practical.
Storage of Multicomponent Gas Molecules. For
multicomponent gas storage, we start by examining gas
adsorption inside the cage molecule when its host porous
liquids are exposed to a 1:1 mixture of CO2 and CH4. Here the
partial pressure of both gas components in the gas bath is 27.5
bar. Figure 3a shows the accumulative counts of CO2 and CH4
molecules in the cage molecule. From these data, the CPC of
CO2 molecule is obtained as 1.33 ± 0.03, which is only 12%
lower than the situation when the gas bath is ﬁlled with pure
CO2 with the same partial pressure. In comparison, the CPC of
CH4 molecule is signiﬁcantly reduced to 0.31 ± 0.04, i.e., 69%
lower than that for pure CH4. Therefore, the cage molecule
exhibits a high selectivity toward these two molecules. To
quantify this selectivity, for a cage in equilibrium with a gas bath
containing a mixture of gas molecules A and B, we introduce a
selectivity coeﬃcient SA/B for the cage molecule as

from its center. Figure 2a shows the accumulative count of gas
molecules as a function of the distance from the cage center.
The contribution from the core region toward CPC is found to
be 1.22 ± 0.02, 0.79 ± 0.05, and 0.54 ± 0.06 for pure CO2,
CH4, and N2, respectively, while the corresponding contribution from the branch region is found to be 0.29 ± 0.01, 0.21 ±
0.02, and 0.07 ± 0.02. The net CPC is 1.51 ± 0.04, 1.0 ± 0.07,
and 0.61 ± 0.07 for CO2, CH4, and N2, respectively. The core
region contributes greatly to the overall CPC while the
contribution of the branch region is modest and depends on
the gas stored. Speciﬁcally, for CO2, CH4, and N2, the amount
stored in the branch region is ∼24%, 27%, and 13% of that
stored in the core region, respectively.
As revealed in our earlier studies, the contribution of cage’s
core region toward CPC is controlled primarily by the
nonelectrostatic gas−cage interactions for gas stored there.23
The potential energy of a gas molecule stored in the core region
due to its van der Waals interactions with the cage was found to
be −22.2, −17.3, and −13.3 kJ/mol for CO2, CH4, and N2,
respectively. Hence, gas molecules are energetically favored in
the core region in the order of CO2 > CH4 > N2, in agreement
with their core region’s contribution. The contribution of the
cage’s branch region toward CPC is controlled by both the
energetics of gas−cage interactions and entropic eﬀects. For a
gas molecule residing in the branch region, its potential energy
due to interactions with the cage was found to be −19.5, −14.8,
and −10.8 kJ/mol for CO2, CH4, and N2, respectively. While
the CO2−cage interaction energy is still the most negative, CO2
molecules in the branch region also experience the largest
entropic penalty, which disfavors its storage in the branch
region. The latter eﬀect is caused by the fact that CO2
molecules are longer than CH4 and N2 molecules, and thus
their rotation is hindered the most in the branch region.
In addition to the location that gas molecules are stored
inside a cage molecule, we also examined whether, and how,
multiple gas molecules coexist inside a cage molecule. The
histogram in Figure 2b shows the probabilities of 0, 1, 2, and 3
pure gas molecules being stored in a single cage. For all three
gases, the probability that only one gas molecule is stored in a
cage is the highest among all scenarios, while the probability
that three (or more) gas molecules reside in the same cage is
very low. However, for CO2, the cage is rarely empty
(probability: 2.6%), and two molecules often reside in the
same cage (probability: 40.6%). In contrast, for N2, the cage is
often empty (probability: 43.4%) and rarely ﬁlled with two

⎛ CPCA ⎞
SA/B = ⎜
⎟
⎝ CPCB ⎠

⎛p ⎞
⎜⎜ A ⎟⎟
⎝ pB ⎠

(1)

where pA and pB are the partial pressure of molecules A and B
in the gas bath. It follows that the cage molecule studied here
gives a selectivity coeﬃcient of SCO2/CH4 = 4.3. It should be
noted that this SCO2/CH4 is speciﬁc to the partial pressure of the
two gases studied. However, given that the research on the
selectivity of cage molecules for diﬀerent gas molecules is at a
very early stage at present, we defer the systematic investigation
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Figure 4. Isosurface of CO2 (blue) and CH4 (red) gas density inside a cage molecule in equilibrium with a gas bath containing pure CO2 (a), pure
CH4 (b), and a mixture of CO2 and CH4 molecules (c). The isosurface is set to a density of 15 nm−3. The black dashed circle marks the boundary
between the cage’s core region and branch regions. The partial pressure of all gas molecules in the gas bath is 27.5 ± 0.3 bar.

mixture. With the gas partial pressure adopted here, while a
cage molecule most likely accommodates one CO2 molecule
(probability ∼ 38%), it also frequently hosts two or more gas
molecules (probability ∼ 54%). In particular, the probabilities
of ﬁnding two CO2 molecules or one CO2 molecule and one
CH4 molecule inside a cage are ∼29% and ∼14%, respectively.
To clarify where these molecules are stored inside the cage
when double occupancy occurs, we computed their distribution
inside the cage as a function of distance from the cage center.
As can be seen from the results shown in Figure 5a, when two
CO2 molecules reside inside the cage, both molecules favor the
cage’s core region. On the other hand, when two CH4
molecules reside in a cage, one of them prefers its core region
while the other one prefers its branch region (Figure 5b).
When one CO2 molecule and one CH4 molecule reside in a
cage, the CO2 molecule occupies predominately the core region
while the CH4 molecule is found both in core and branch
regions (Figure 5c). These results are consistent with the
accumulated gas count data shown in Figure 3a.
Overall, when a porous liquid is exposed to a mixture of CO2
and CH4 gases, CO2 molecules adsorb more readily into its
cage molecules than the CH4 molecules, often with two or
more CO2 molecules residing in each cage’s core region.
Displaced by these CO2 molecules, the adsorption of CH4
molecules in the core region is greatly reduced while that in the
branch is reduced modestly. Hence, the contribution of the
core region and branch region to the storage of CH4 molecules
in a cage is comparable, which diﬀers greatly from the
adsorption of pure CH4. The high occupancy of CO2 in the
core region and its ability to displace CH4 from this region can
be understood as follows. In the core region, a CO2 molecule’s
potential energy due to its interaction with the cage (−22.2 kJ/
mol) is considerably more negative than that for a CH4
molecule (−17.3 kJ/mol). This helps multiple CO2 molecules
to be packed into the core region and eﬀectively displace CH4
molecules. In the branch region, CO2 molecules only
marginally displace the CH4 molecules because, although
CO2 molecules are again energetically more favored than CH4
in this region, they suﬀer larger entropic penalty because their
rotation is restricted in the narrow branch region.23
The above discussion suggests that the selectivity of the cage
toward diﬀerent gas molecules is controlled primarily by the
gas−cage interaction energies of diﬀerent gases molecules and
to a lesser extent by the entropic penalty of diﬀerent molecules
in the branch region. While the cage exhibits a modest
selectivity for CO2 over CH4, we expect that a stronger
selectivity can be achieved if the CH4 molecule is replaced by a

of how SCO2/CH4 varies with the partial pressure of molecules in
the gas bath to future studies.
To understand what contributes to the diﬀerent storage
capacity of the cage for the CO2 and CH4, we analyze the
density isosurface of these molecules inside the cage. Figure 4
shows the results when the cage is in equilibrium with gas baths
containing pure CO2, pure CH4, and a mixture of CO2 and
CH4. The isosurface is set to a density value of 15 nm−3, which
is high enough so that the isosurface highlights the region
where gas molecules are concentrated. We observe that the
high density zone of CO2 molecules inside the cage changes
little when we move from the adsorption of pure CO2 to CO2 +
CH4 mixtures. However, when we move from adsorption of
pure CH4 to CO2 + CH4 mixtures, the high density zone of
CH4 in the cage’s core region disappears and the high density
zone in the cage’s branch region shrinks marginally. Therefore,
when CO2 and CH4 are both present, there is little eﬀect on the
adsorption of CO2 molecules in the cage. The competition
from CO2 molecules drives CH4 molecules out of the cage’s
core region but hardly aﬀects the CH4 adsorption in the cage’s
branch region. Overall, the cage molecule’s selectivity of CO2
over CH4 is mostly contributed by the depletion of CH4 by
CO2 from the cage’s core region.
Next we examine whether, and how, a cage molecule can
accommodate more than one molecule. This will not only help
understand the gas storage capacity of a cage but also help
delineate the state of the gas molecules conﬁned inside the
cage. Table 1 shows the probability of ﬁnding diﬀerent numbers
of CO2 and CH4 molecules inside one cage molecule in
equilibrium with a gas bath containing a 1:1 CO2 + CH4
Table 1. Probability (in %) of Finding Diﬀerent Numbers of
Gas Molecules inside a Cage in Equilibrium with a Gas Bath
Containing a Mixture of CO2 + CH4 (PCO2 = PCH4 = 27.5
bar)a
N(CH4)c

N(CO2)b

0
1
2
3
≥4

0

1

2

≥3

1.5
38.0
28.5
3.8
x

6.3
13.6
4.8
x
x

1.4
1.5
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

“x” means the probability is less than 0.5%. bNumber of CO2
molecules in the cage. cNumber of CH4 molecules in the cage.
a
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Figure 5. Probability density of the radial distribution of gas molecules inside a cage in equilibrium with a gas bath containing a mixture of CO2 and
CH4 (PCO2 = PCH4 = 27.5 bar). (a) When two CO2 molecules reside in the cage. (b) When two CH4 molecules reside in the cage. (c) When one CO2
molecule and one CH4 molecule reside in the cage. The axis labels rA and rB denote the radial position of molecule A and B inside the cage. The
white dashed lines denote the boundary between the core and branch regions inside the cage.

Figure 6. (a) Adsorption isotherm of CO2 and CH4 molecules in an organic cage molecule in equilibrium with a gas bath containing 1:1 CO2 + CH4
mixture. (b) Selectivity of the cage molecule for the CO2/CH4 pair.

statistical uncertainty. However, as the partial pressure increases
to 54 bar, the selectivity of CO2 over CH4 decreases slightly,
which we attribute to the entropic eﬀect. Speciﬁcally, as the
partial pressure increases, the cage becomes packed with more
gas molecules, which imposes an entropic penalty for gas
adsorption inside the cage. Such an entropic penalty is more
signiﬁcant for the bulkier CO2 molecules than for the CH4
molecule. We note that a similar mechanism has been used to
explain why the bulkier C2H6 molecules become less
competitive in adsorbing in zeolites compared to the smaller
CH4 molecules.34,35

molecule that interacts more weakly with the cage and
experiences more entropy penalty in the branch region than
the CH4 molecules. The former conditions are satisﬁed by N2
molecules. Figure 3b shows the accumulative counts of the CO2
and N2 molecules in a cage molecule in equilibrium with a gas
bath in which the partial pressure of both CO2 and N2 are 27.5
bar. From these data, the CPCs of CO2 and N2 molecule are
obtained as 1.44 ± 0.05 and 0.11 ± 0.05, respectively, which
gives a selectivity of SCO2/N2 = 13.1. This very high selectivity is
caused mainly by two factors. First, N2 molecules are almost
fully displaced from the core region by the CO2 molecules (see
Figure 3b and Figure S2 in the Supporting Information).
Second, the adsorption of N2 molecules in the branch region is
low even without the competition from CO2 molecules (see
Figure 2a).
Thus far, we focused on the gas storage inside cage molecules
in equilibrium with gas baths with a speciﬁc partial gas pressure.
It is also essential to know how the selectivity of the cage varies
with partial gas pressure. Using the second set of simulations
described in section 2, we computed the adsorption isotherm of
the cage molecule in equilibrium with a gas bath containing 1:1
CO2 + CH4 mixture (i.e., PCO2 = PCH4). Figure 6a shows the
CPCs of CO2 and CH4 at diﬀerent partial gas pressures. Over
the range of partial pressures explored, CO2 is always more
competitive than CH4 in adsorbing in the cage, which is
consistent with our observation made at a gas partial pressure
of 27.5 bar. Figure 6b shows the selectivity of the cage molecule
for the CO2/CH4 pair. At partial pressure of 9−27.5 bar, the
variation of the cage’s selectivity of CO2 over CH4 is within the

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have examined the storage of three
prototypical small molecules (CO2, CH4, and N2) and their
binary mixtures within organic cage molecules using MD
simulations. In all cases, the cage was in equilibrium with a gas
bath, and the partial pressure of each type of molecule in the
gas bath was kept the same. For a partial pressure of 27.5 bar, a
cage molecule gives a selectivity of 4.3 and 13.1 for the CO2 +
CH4 and CO2 + N2 pairs, respectively. The selectivity of CO2
over CH4 and N2 is attributed to its stronger van der Waals
interactions with the cage, which helps CO2 molecules displace
CH4/N2 molecules from the cage’s core region. Nevertheless,
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region occurred most frequently, situations in which one CO2
molecule occupies the core region and one CH4/N2 molecule
occupies the branch/core region also occurred. The study of
the adsorption isotherm for CO2 + CH4 mixture suggests that
the selectivity of CO2 over CH4 decreases slightly as gas partial
pressure increases because of the entropic eﬀect.
The cage selectivity revealed by our simulations suggests that
the existing porous liquids may be eﬀective for separating CO2
and N2 and thus useful in carbon capture applications.
However, for separating CO2 and CH4, which is needed in
applications such as shale gas processing, the performance of
the current cage molecule remains to be improved. One
possible method is to engineer new cage molecules to further
enhance their interactions with the CO2 molecules without
notably enhancing the CH4−cage interactions. Since CO2 has a
large quadrupole moment while CH4 has zero quadrupole
moment, this may be achieved by introducing functional motifs
within the cage that carry signiﬁcant partial charge. However,
such motifs must be approached closely by the CO2 molecules
since charge−quadrupole interactions are short-ranged.
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